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QUALITY BASIL, TOMATO, ZINNIA & PEPPER PLANTS

2018 BASIL & PEPPER VARIETIES
BASIL
Try Basil- Mixture of two sweet basils. Genovese and Purple Ruffles.
Sweet Genovese- Sweet- large leaf type from Genoa, Italy- excellent fresh or driedplant is similar to regular sweet.
Dolce Fresca- Genovese style sweet with dark green glossy leaves. Makes great Pesto
or Caprese. ALL AMERICA AWARDS SELECTION FOR 2016.
Greek Columnar- Can grow to 3’ tall but only 10” around. Rarely blooms so no pinching
of flowers. Makes great Pesto.
Spicy Globe- Dome shaped plants. Spicy sweet flavor. Good in pots.

PEPPERS
Better Belle 68 Days Very early maturing. Tasty, thick walled fruit as large as 5”
across. Plants are compact and vigorous, high yielding even in pots. Mature fruits turn
from green to deep orange.

ZINNIA
Benary Giant Mix Giant dahlia-flowered blooms with densely petaled 6 flowers in
shades of pink, crimson, carmine, lavender, white, yellow, orange, and red. This
vigorous variety holds up well to both heat and rain. Longlasting cut flowers.
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2018 TOMATO VARIETY SELECTIONS
FOURTH OF JULY 48 DAYS Small to medium size fruits but early! YES! a tomato sandwich by 4th of July!
Unbelievably tasty with small core, tender skin. Don’t fertilize too heavy, plants will produce lots of foliage.

EARLY GIRL 57 DAYS Old reliable variety, big fruits…….EARLY! Plants have resistance to most problem
causing diseases in our area. Vigorous plants. Give them room to grow.
BETTER BOY 75 DAYS Plump juicy mid-season variety that could weigh as much as 1 pound! Deep red
color, solid core. Excellent disease resistance. Strong vines, lots of foliage to hold BIG tomatoes. Needs
water, lime and fertilizer.
BRANDY BOY 76 DAYS The daughter of Brandywine and Better Boy! Great taste. Yields lots of fruits.
Needs fertilizer, lime and T.L.C. The BEST tasting tomato you’ll ever eat.
CELEBRITY 70 DAYS Plants are resistant to all major tomato diseases. Bears medium sized smooth, round,
(no green shoulders) bright red, crack resistant tomatoes. Reliable yields.
SUPERSONIC 75 DAYS Robust growing plants produce medium size fruits. You’ll need to trellis plants.
CAROLINA GOLD 75 DAYS Low acid tereffic taste. No core. GOLD……….NOT YELLOW YUM!!!
ROMA 75 DAYS HEIRLOOM Pear shaped, low acid, sweet fruits. You gotta have these in your garden for
salads and cooking. Plants are small and require little fertilizer. Be careful, over fertilize and you grow
beautiful large plants………..no tomatoes!
RUTGERS 80 DAYS

HEIRLOOM Tall bushy plants. Medium to large fruits.

MARGLOBE 75 DAYS HEIRLOOM Old standby. Small to medium size fruits. Grows well on the sunny side of
the house and in gardens.
KELLOGG’S BREAKFAST 80 DAYS HEIRLOOM Big tasty, meaty fruits. One slice of tomato per slice of
bread!
BRANDYWINE RED 78 DAYS HEIRLOOM Dark red and tasty. Hearty plant. The “Momma ” of many of
today’s popular varieties.
MORTGAGE LIFTER 78 DAYS HEIRLOOM Tasty but unattractive large fruits. Make great sandwiches.
“CHERRY TYPE” : NAPA GRAPE Bright RED and YELLOW PEAR best tasting!

